
Minutes FSCL Meeting 2023/06/14 
 
Attendees: Fabian, Jule, Max, Patrick, Urs, Yixuan 
Minutes: Jule 
Chairperson: Urs 
 
 
Urs officially opens the session. 
 
 

TOP 1    Freshmen 
Posters / stickers in FSCL room. Math tutor needs key. 

No new problems have reached us. Everything seems to be fine. 
 

TOP 2    Answering mails 
Sperrmüll: Urs, Urban and Max dispose it; dishwasher; Urs replies to email from ISP. 

No relevant emails have reached us. 
The person from the Sperrmüll didn’t respond. Next Monday they’ll try it again. 
 

TOP 3    Events 
We should decorate our room. Tour de FGen in Vaihingen on 27.06.2023: We need to organize drinks. Faculty 5 summer 
party. IMS summer party on 06.07.2023. Urs checks for a grilling license. 

There will be a summer party for all students of faculty 5 happening around the campus-
beach. An organizational meeting will happen in the upcoming days. 
As the employees won’t be part of the faculty5-party we still consider doing a summer party 
for the institute. It seems as if we don’t need to apply for doing such a party that much in 
advance. Also there shouldn’t be a problem with a grilling license. As on the 06.07. the 
Bauigelfest is happening we might want to shift the party to the 07.07.  
Urs Asks the institute whether the 07.07. is a good date for them. 

 

TOP 4    Buying Stuff / Abrechnung 
Kitchen stuff: We want to buy a waffle maker. Marc checks if the stuvus application for the waffle maker is still valid. 
IMS-weekend: The Abrechnung got accepted. We are waiting for the money. 
We want to buy big plant. Opu makes stuvus application. 

Opu and Urs did an application for some soil and a pot.  
??? Go to a Baumarkt and buy some soil and a pot for the plant. 

 

TOP 5    Party in the pool 
Marc created a draft for the poster.  

We postpone this topic. 
 

TOP 6    Email Spam 
Monthly there’s a mail about the HIWI working hours. Urs wrote to Edgar about this issue. We’re waiting for a response.  

We postpone this topic. 
 

TOP 7    ALUMNI 
Idea: Create an ALUMNI for the IMS. Ideas: mailing list, website. Sven drafts an Email. 

We postpone this topic. 
 



TOP 8    Arbeitsgruppe examination regulation 
Fabian, Urs and Max are interested in helping. 

We postpone this topic. 
 

TOP 9    Gremienwahlen 
Marc and Fabian will be on the election list of the faculty council. We should promote the elections. Someone should 

replace Marc as email person. 

Fabian and Patrick replace Marc as a mail person. 
 

TOP 10    STUKO money 
Let’s use the “additional” money to buy two new laptops. Marc forwards our idea. 

We wait until all issues with the money are figured out. 
 
 
Urs officially closes the session. 
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